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A B S T R A C T

A chemically synthesized graphitic material where the structural coherence between the

layers is missing approximates very well the assembly of graphene sheets. Our multi-fre-

quency (9.4–420 GHz) electron spin resonance (ESR) study clearly identifies itinerant and

localized electrons below 50 K. The metallic signal ascribed to the conduction electrons

in graphene is characterized by a remarkably long spin lifetime of 65 ns. Above this temper-

ature incoherent in-plane and inter-plane scattering give a motionally narrowed single line

at g = 2.0044.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A materials’ utility for spintronic and spin quantum comput-

ing applications relies on two parameters, the spin relaxation

time TS and the spin diffusion length lS = (D*TS)1/2, where D is

the diffusion coefficient. Increasing TS permits the manipula-

tion of coherent spin, while long lS enables information trans-

port without significant loss. Graphene has been proposed as

an ideal platform for spintronic and spin quantum computing

applications due to the long TS expected from the small spin–

orbit coupling of carbon atoms and the weak hyperfine inter-

actions resulting from the absence of nuclear spins for the

main 12C isotope. Indeed, very long lS in the 100 lm, much

longer than those in conventional metals and semiconduc-

tors, have been observed [1]. However, values of lS have been

reported to vary over the 2–100 lm range [1–3]. Moreover, the

current achievable TS values for graphene are limited to with-

in the 0.2 –2.3 ns range [2,4–6].

The origin of TS and lS values for graphene remain contro-

versial due to paralleling works performed on carbon nano-

tubes [7–10] and the proposed influence of graphene
morphology [11,12]. Indeed, intricate spin architectures and

the structural tuning of magnetic properties have been en-

abled using graphene nanoribbon widths and edges [13] and

promising spintronic devices have been recently crafted using

graphenic components [14]. With the development of novel

synthetic pathways to graphenic architectures [15–17] and

of various chemical methods for the large scale production

of graphene [18], the rich interaction-induced phenomena

that exists between multiple stacked layers can now be ex-

plored. For example, slightly rotated graphene sheets can be

responsible for electrical decoupling between the layers, even

though they are vertically separated by sub-nanometer dis-

tances [19,20].

Identification of the intrinsic TS and lS of graphene using

spin transport devices arrives at notable drawbacks in the

use of metallic ferromagnetic contacts [3,21]. Electron spin

resonance (ESR) spectroscopy is an ideally suited contactless

method to determine spin transport parameters. ESR spec-

troscopy can be used as a sensitive probe of the specific atom-

ic nature of point defects and various localized and itinerant

spin states in carbon materials [22–29]. Weakly interacting
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spin systems like those commonly found in carbon materials

can often result in observations of coupled ESR [22,30,31].

Despite this, several ESR studies have reported carbon-based

materials that reveal the presence of a conduction electron

[9,22,24,26,28,29,32–36]. The studies reporting conduction

electron spin resonance (CESR) in carbon materials detail

interactions through bundling [9,23,28], peeling [37], or mobile

in-plane p-electrons of graphene [22,32]. In the case of nar-

rowed graphene materials like nanoribbons, direct evidence

of a delocalized transition has yet to be observed; hindered

due to an intrinsically small g-factor anisotropy which often

limits the spectroscopic information that can be obtained by

conventional low-frequency ESR. Alternatively, high-fre-

quency ESR is able to provide detailed spectroscopic informa-

tion capable of distinguishing the strength of interactions

between different spin systems present in a material [38–41].

Here, we study an assembly of chemically synthesized

graphene sheets as a model system, which represents both

locally high quality graphene and disorder on large scales.

By our high frequency ESR (up to 420 GHz) we can deconvo-

lute the two contributions below 50 K arising from conduction

electrons and localized spins. In graphene the spin lifetime of

conduction electrons is unprecedentedly long, 65 ns. This cor-

responds to tens of lm of spin diffusion length. Above 50 K,

the conduction electrons and the localized spins start to

interact strongly. Although the motionally narrowed common

ESR line gives nominally an even longer lifetime, this cannot

be used for spintronic application since it corresponds to

localized charges.

2. Experimental

To obtain the graphene material we employed a method

based on solvothermal synthesis known to produce 3-dimen-

sional networks of graphene [42]. The term ‘solvothermal’ de-

notes conditions involving reactions performed at a

temperature above the boiling point of a solvent in a closed

reaction vessel. In this case propanol was used as the alcohol

feedstock for the solvothermal reaction with sodium metal at

493 K for 72 h. The solvothermal reaction produced a solid

product which was rapidly pyrolised. The resulting carbon

material was washed with water, then with acidified ethanol

(2 M hydrochloric acid in ethanol, 1:4 vol./vol. ratio), and fil-

tered under dynamic vacuum before drying in a vacuum oven

at 473 K for 1 h.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) shows that the

material is dominated by extended networks of fused graph-

ene sheets in addition to large fragmented sections spanning

micrometer length scales, Fig. 1 (see also Supporting Informa-

tion S1). It is important to note that washing the graphene

material by stirring, and mild sonication treatments, are

known to disrupt the weakly fused graphene structure to ob-

tain free sheets [43]. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED)

patterns of various graphene regions were indicative of a

polycrystalline material, Fig. 1b. From direct observation un-

der the TEM, we realize that the polycrystalline patterns rep-

resent a combination of (i) layers of graphene with a small

degree of angular offset (i.e. twisting) with no inter-planar cor-

relation and (ii) graphene with in-plane poly-crystalline
domains. Primary graphitic features relating to (ABAB..) stack-

ing were absent with the exception of a (112) reflection; this

may arise due to the graphene displaying slight twists and

folds as further evidenced by high resolution TEM images in

Fig. 1.

ESR spectroscopy in the 9.4–420 GHz frequency-range was

performed in the 2–300 K range. At 9.4 GHz a commercial

spectrometer was used. In the millimeter wave range experi-

ments were carried out on a home-made 105–420 GHz quasi

optical spectrometer. More details about the spectrometers

can be found in previous works [44,45]. Conventional low

power first-derivative-absorption spectra were detected

through applying sinusoidal modulation of the externally ap-

plied magnetic field with incident microwave power as well as

the modulation amplitude cautiously reduced to avoid signal

distortion. The ESR line-width (DH), g-factor, and spin suscep-

tibility, v, were quantified by least square fitting of the deriv-

ative absorption spectra. The absolute value of v was

determined by a calibrated CuSO4 · 5H2O reference sample

[46].

3. Results and discussion

At room temperature the 9.4 GHz ESR signal of the graphenic

material has a highly symmetric Lorentzian shape at

g = 2.0044 position with DH = 0.046 mT line-width (see

Supporting Information S2). The spin concentration is

v = 3.7 · 1019 spin/g assuming spin-1/2 paramagnetic mo-

ments. The average spin–spin distance, re-e, while assuming

non-correlated defect sites and thus a Poisson distribution

for defects, equates to 0.55Ne
-1/3 = 1.3 nm (where Ne is the spin

concentration). Remarkably, this re-e would be expected to

induce an ESR line-width of DHdip-dip = 0.87 mT, solely by the

dipole–dipole interaction between nearest neighbor spins

[47]. This corresponding line-width is about 20 times broader

than the experimentally observed one. Moreover, the dipole–

dipole interaction is only a lower bound for the ESR line-width

of insulating carbon nanostructures; unresolved hyperfine

interactions and other anisotropies can, in principle, further

broaden the line [22,24]. Thus, a narrowing mechanism is re-

quired to be present in the system to describe the observed

externally narrow ESR line-width. Due to the large re-e,

exchange-narrowing between paramagnetic defects can be

excluded, and therefore itinerant conduction electrons play

a crucial role in the motional narrowing of the ESR line-width.

Furthermore, it should be emphasized that the line-width of

DH = 0.046 mT at 300 K nominally gives a spin lifetime of

160 ns but this cannot be useful for spintronics applications

since it corresponds to paramagnetic localized spins.

In order to gain more insight to the narrowing mechanism

and to the coupling of the paramagnetic and conduction

electrons we performed high-frequency ESR in the 105–

420 GHz frequency range at T = 300 K. The two spin systems,

i.e. the localized and the delocalized, are observable indepen-

dently by ESR if the energy separation, (gloc-gCESR)lBB0, ex-

ceeds the interaction strength between the two spin

systems. Indeed, our high-frequency ESR experiments at

300 K revealed a linear broadening of the spectral line as a

function of frequency, x. The frequency dependence follows



Fig. 1 – (a) A fragmented graphene region which has broken from the extended network. The graphene material is layered as

evidenced by regions of relative opacity. The graphene folds, bends, crumples, twists, and has long (>1 lm) cracks. Inset in (a)

is the superposition of two images of the same graphene fragment taken at the same magnification to illustrate the extensive

nature of the chemically derived graphene that spans across 10 lm · 5 lm (also see Supporting Information S1). (b)

Background-corrected electron diffraction plot of selected regions in the graphene material integrated along the (hk0)

directions, having d-spacing of
p

3/n. Inset: SAED patterns of the two regions containing graphene material taken with focal

length (left) 950 mm and (right) 2400 mm. (c) The relative opacity of an increasing number of randomly offset layers of

different size obstructs attempts to resolve the graphene lattice. (d) A highly resolved image of a region in (c) showing the

hexagonal sp2 network; the material is not amorphous. Scale bars represent in (a) 500 nm, (c) 10 nm, and (d) 1 nm. (A colour

version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 2 – Frequency dependency of the ESR line-width at

T = 300 K. Line is result of a least square linear fit to

DH = DH0 + b*x with parameters DH0 = 0.039 mT and

b = 1.9 · 10�4 mT/GHz. (A colour version of this figure can be

viewed online.)
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the form of DH = DH0 + b*x with parameters DH0 = 0.039 mT

and b = 1.9 · 10�4 mT/GHz, Fig. 2. However, the ESR line

maintained a highly symmetric Lorentzian line-shape and

the g-factor was also independent of frequency. We can attri-

bute the broadening of the line to an unresolved g-factor

anisotropy that is motional averaged by conduction electrons.
The motional narrowing becomes progressively less efficient

with increasing frequency due to the finite g-factor

anisotropy; although, 420 GHz is not sufficient to split the

spectral lines at 300 K. We note, that the observed field in-

duced broadening b is about 30 times smaller than in the case

of insulating graphene ribbons [24], indicating the strong role

of conduction electrons in motional narrowing.

The presence of itinerant electrons is further supported by

temperature dependent experiments presented in Figs. 3 and

4. The ESR line-shape is always Lorentzian at 9.4 GHz. The

convoluted temperature behavior of the spin susceptibility

measured at 9.4 GHz is incompatible with a simple isolated

dangling bond as the origin of the ESR signal, Fig. 3a. A Cur-

ie–Weiss fit reveals paramagnetic behavior above 60 K with

negligible – about 4 K – Weiss temperature. At 50 K there is

an abrupt change in the temperature dependence of the sus-

ceptibility. Below this temperature the Curie constant drops

by a factor of 4, and a small Pauli like temperature indepen-

dent metallic behavior appears (clearly visible in the inset to

Fig. 3a). The Pauli contribution is vPauli = 3.1 · 10�7 emu/g by

normalizing to the entire sample mass (about 4% of the low

temperature saturation susceptibility). The corresponding

electron density is n�1.44 · 1010 cm�2. This value is about an

order of magnitude lower than the finite T = 0 charge density

inhomogeneity n0�1.5–3 · 1011 cm�2 due to electron–hole

puddles [20,48,49]. The puddles are expected to set the mini-



Fig. 3 – (a) Temperature dependence of the spin susceptibility measured at 9.4 GHz. Inset in (a) presents vT as a function of

temperature; blue and green lines are results of a Curie–Weiss fit considering data points above and below 60 K respectively.

At high-temperatures the susceptibility is paramagnetic. At low temperatures it is a superposition of a temperature

independent metallic and a paramagnetic component. (b) The ESR line-width as a function of temperature measured at

9.4 GHz. At high temperatures the line-width decreases monotonically while it increases rapidly at low temperatures. Inset in

(b) shows the temperature independence g-factor and lines of linear fits to the data. (A colour version of this figure can be

viewed online.)

Fig. 4 – Temperature dependence of the ESR line-width

measured at 315 GHz Larmor frequency. At high-

temperatures above 50 K a single motional narrowed line is

observed (blue symbols). Below 50 K (red symbols) represent

the paramagnetic line-width, a CESR line appears at the

same temperature with temperature independent line-

width (green symbols). The inset shows a typical spectrum

recorded at 300 K and at 50 K above the transition with the

blue lines tracing fits to a Lorentzian profile. The lower trace

in the inset shows spectrum recorded at 2 K with fits to the

narrow CESR line shown in green and paramagnetic powder

spectra shown in red. (A colour version of this figure can be

viewed online.)
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mal achievable carrier density of graphenic sheets. The small

overall number is partly due to the fact that the signal was

normalized to the whole mass of the sample but may also

be an intrinsic property [50].

The temperature dependence of the line-width exhibits an

anomaly similar to the spin susceptibility below 70 K, Fig. 3b.

The line-width decreases linearly with decreasing tempera-

ture between 120–300 K. Below 70 K the line-width starts to

increase with further decreasing temperatures. The g-factor
is temperature independent within experimental accuracy

over the entire temperature range (inset in Fig. 3b).

The results indicate that localized paramagnetic centers,

dangling bonds, and itinerant conduction electrons are pres-

ent in the sample. Furthermore these spin systems are cou-

pled. The Lorentzian line-shape, the linearity in

temperature decrease of the ESR line-width, and the para-

magnetic temperature dependence of the susceptibility indi-

cate the bottleneck effect in the spin relaxation at high

temperatures [22]. We attribute the anomaly below 70 K in

both the spin susceptibility and ESR line-width to tempera-

ture induced decoupling of the localized and conduction elec-

trons. It has been shown by pulsed ESR experiments at

�9 GHz that localized defect sites alone exhibit a significantly

broadened inhomogeneous ESR line [22,24]. This broad line

dominates the low-frequency ESR at low temperatures. Since

there is no observable anomaly in the g-factor, the decoupled

paramagnetic ESR and CESR are overlapping at this frequency.

Indeed at low temperatures the signal asymmetry increased

slightly but no splitting of the spectral lines was observed.

In contrast to 9.4 GHz ESR the decoupling of itinerant and

localized spins is clearly observable at 315 GHz. The tempera-

ture dependence of the ESR line-width at 315 GHz frequency

shows a weak increase with decreasing temperature at high

temperatures, Fig. 4. A spectra characteristic to powdered

material gradually develops with extremely small g-factor

anisotropy as the temperature is decreased. A new line with

CESR properties appears in the 315 GHz spectra below 50 K.

The inset of Fig. 4 shows typical spectra below and above

50 K. At low temperatures a paramagnetic ‘powder-like spec-

tra’ with gxx = 2.00441, gyy = 2.00452, gzz = 2.00431, and an iso-

tropic CESR line with gCESR = 2.00434 is observable

simultaneously. This temperature is in good agreement with

the 9.4 GHz observations where the temperature independent

CESR behavior emerged below 50 K.

The broadening of the paramagnetic line above 50 K and a

smooth development of the ‘powder-like spectra’ is also in

accord with the gradual decoupling of itinerant and localized

spins observed at 9.4 GHz. The spin susceptibility of the CESR
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line is about 8% relative to the paramagnetic signal, which is

in good agreement with the 9.4 GHz results. The line we

assigned to CESR shows temperature independent line-width,

g-factor, and susceptibility, testifying its metallic origin.

Remarkably the DHCESR (0.1 mT) observed below 50 K yields a

65 ns spin lifetime when assuming that the spin–spin and

spin–lattice laxation times are equal (T1 = T2) [22]. The Pauli

spin susceptibility of the CESR signal corresponds to a density

of states of about 5 · 10�2 states/eV atom (assuming linear

graphene like dispersion), which is about six times smaller

than that of KC8 [46].

The temperature regime of the decoupling, i.e. below�70 K,

where electronic and thermo-electric anomalies are com-

monly observed due to the disappearance of thermally excited

phonons, indicates that phonons play a crucial role [51]. The

decreasing line-width with decreasing temperature observed

at 9.4 GHz can be also explained by considering the disappear-

ance of thermally excited phonons active at high temperature.

Based on these arguments and the absence of the ABAB stack-

ing, as well as the slight twisting of adjacent layers of the

graphenic structure (Fig. 1) we assume that at high-tempera-

tures interlayer hopping conduction is mediated by phonons

in agreement with earlier transport studies [20,49].

We propose that the spectral line broadening is due to de-

creased T2 during interlayer electron diffusion. Phonons de-

stroy the spin-phase coherence between the layers, while

mediating electronic transport, thus broadening the CESR line

beyond observation. Indeed calculation based on the low tem-

perature T1 = 65 ns and by our ESR detection limit of 1 mT at

300 K yields T2 < 10�11 s, which is in the expected limit for

the interlayer equilibrium time of 10�6–10�12 s [19,20]. By

decreasing the temperature and thus dampening the phonon

population, conduction electrons become confined over indi-

vidual graphene layers. The spin–spin relaxation time in-

creases and an observable CESR with temperature

independent Pauli-susceptibility (density of states ca.

5 · 10�2 states/eV atom) develops. The overlap between delo-

calized electrons and static paramagnetic defects decreases

in the metallic state thus the motional averaging also be-

comes less effective at low temperatures and a broadening

of the paramagnetic line is observed upon decreasing

temperatures.

4. Conclusion

In summary, our results have provided new insights into the

fundamental understanding of strongly correlated interac-

tions between multiple spin systems in chemically derived

graphene. We have shown that a single averaged ESR line

originating from an assembly of graphene sheets can be re-

solved at high frequencies and low temperatures to reveal

paramagnetic and CESR contributions. The average spin–spin

distance was found to be 1.3 nm associated with an incredibly

narrow line width. The results highlight the central role of

itinerant conduction electrons when considering the spin

dynamics in graphene systems. Approaches linking process-

able graphene architectures to variations in electron behavior

could have vast implications, e.g., from our results the spin

lifetime based on the low-temperature narrow line-width of
the CESR (DHCESR = 0.14 mT) was found to be remarkably long

at 65 ns [6,22]. This is in the range required for spintronics

applications. Moreover ESR spectroscopy indicates that not

only the in-plane but also the inter-plane spin transport

should be tailored for spintronics.
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